Recently, reversible data hiding in encrypted compressed images (RDHECI) has attracted more attention due to privacy information protection concerns. Meanwhile, AMBTC as one technique of lossy image compression that has lower storage costs and the simplicity in computation and is extensively used in many applications. Hence, this paper proposes an RDHECI scheme based on AMBTC, named O-AMBTC, to address privacy concerns. First, the original image is scrambled in a block-wise manner to generate the scrambled image which then is compressed by an AMBTC compression technique. Subsequently, the derived AMBTC compression codes are encrypted by using the methods of value modulation and stream cipher while the correlations between two quantization levels of AMBTC compression codes are retained and exploited to vacate redundant room to embed secret messages. Data hiding is then performed with the use of PBTL labeling strategy. In addition, another modified AMBTC compression code based RDHECI scheme, called M-AMBTC, is suggested to increase the ability to carry secret messages. In our dual approach, both the AMBTC-compressed image and the secret messages can be correctly recovered. Experimental results show that two proposed schemes are able to achieve average embedding rates as large as 0.6 bpp and 0.8 bpp when the block size is set to 2 × 2, respectively. INDEX TERMS RDHECI, privacy protection, O-AMBTC, M-AMBTC, embedding rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image encryption is one of various techniques that are used to protect the privacy and security of image content and to prevent illegal access by an unauthorized third party. The modern cryptography [1] , [2] methods ensure that an authorized third party can decrypt an image in a correct manner, while unauthorized parties cannot obtain any meaningful information. At the same time, academics have paid more attention to steganography [3] , [4] for making private information secure and imperceptible to unauthorized persons. Steganography is a technique for data hiding. Reversible data hiding (RDH) is one branch of steganography, which is designed to embed secret data by slightly modifying the pixel values of the cover The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kaitai Liang . image while introducing a few distortions to the cover image and result in a stego-image [3] , [4] . Notably, the key focus of RDH is that the original cover image can be recovered losslessly after the extraction of the hidden secret messages of the stego-image. In other words, an RDH-based scheme [5] - [20] , [22] - [27] is a technique where the original image can be reconstructed completely at the recipient side. Therefore, it is used extensively for the secure transmission of military images or medical images.
Existing reversible data hiding based schemes can be roughly classified into the following four fundamental strategies: lossless compression based schemes [5] , [6] , difference expansion based schemes [7] , [8] , prediction error expansion based schemes [9] , [10] , and histogram shifting based schemes [11] , [12] . A lossless compression based scheme usually conceals the secret messages into redundant space that is vacated using lossless compression techniques, e.g., Run Length Encoding and Huffman Coding. Schemes that are based on difference expansion usually embed the secret message into the least bit of difference value of an available pixel pair. Prediction error expansion based schemes produce prediction error values using a designed predictor, and then the expansions of these prediction error values are performed and employed to carry the secret messages. Histogram shifting based schemes usually conceal the secret message into a pixel value or prediction error value, whichever has the highest frequency in its histogram distributions. In summary, all of these schemes have the reversible property and maintain high quality in the stego-image.
In these various approaches, however, the content of the cover image is always exposed to the data hider during the embedding process. As a result, many RDH schemes in the encrypted domain have been proposed in an attempt to solve this problem. Reversible data hiding in encrypted images (RDHEI) is a technique that first encrypts the cover image and then transmits it to the data hider, such that the data hider conceals the secret messages into the encrypted image without knowledge of the content of the original image. Moreover, on the receiving side, the original cover image can be recovered losslessly and secret messages can be extracted separately. To the best of our knowledge, most existing RDHEI-based schemes are mainly designed to work in the un-compressed domain [13] - [18] . In [13] , Zhang proposed a novel RDHEI scheme that first encrypted a cover image using the bit-wise based exclusive or (XOR) operation. Block division for encrypted image was then performed, and pixels in each block were segmented into two equal groups, S 0 and S 1 . The 3 LSBs of pixels in S 0 were flipped if the to-be-hidden secret message in this block is '0'; and if the to-be-hidden secret message is '1', the 3 LSBs of pixels in S 1 were flipped. At the receiving side, two directly decrypted versions of one block, H 0 and H 1 , can be derived by flipping all 3 LSBs of pixels in S 0 and S 1 , respectively. A fluctuation function was designed to evaluate the degree of block's smoothness. The decrypted block with a smoother degree was judged as the original block. Also, the embedded message '0' can be extracted if the original block is judged as H 0 ; otherwise, the embedded message is '1'. Obviously, the smaller the block size is, the larger the embedding capacity (EC) will be gained, but there was an associated higher error rate in image recovery and data extraction. In [14] , Hong et al. observed that there was space for improvement in designing the fluctuation function in [13] , however, it still does not completely solve the problem of misjudgement. In 2012, Zhang [15] proposed another RDHEI scheme to create a sparse space to accommodate some secret messages by compressing the LSBs of pixels in an encrypted image. Their scheme collected M -LSBs of L pixels and compressed M · L bits into (M · L -L S ) bits using matrix operations, where L S is the number of bits for secret messages. Thus, Zhang's scheme [15] provided an embedding rate around L S /L. The larger the L S and smaller the L, the higher the embedding rate achieved, but with a higher error rate in image recovery. In 2013, Ma et al. [16] proposed a novel RDHEI scheme to achieve a high embedding capacity by reserving the room from the LSBs before encryption, and secret messages were embedded into these pre-reserved positions. The maximum embedding rate provided by their scheme is around 0.5 bpp. In 2018, an effective RDHEI scheme based on MSBs prediction was proposed by Puteaux and Puech [17] . In their scheme, the prediction error location map was first built and directly stored into the encrypted image using the operation of prediction error highlighting. The secret messages were embedded into the replaceable MSB of pixels in an encrypted image. The original image can then be recovered at the receiving side. The maximum embedding rate provided by their scheme is close to 1.0 bpp. Unfortunately, there was still an error rate for image recovery and data extraction, with the probability of 1/2 f , where f is the length of the highlighted flag.
Currently, there are several RDHEI schemes designed to work in the compressed domain, such as JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) [19] , VQ (Vector Quantization) [20] and AMBTC (Absolute Moment Block Truncation Coding) [21] . Due to lower storage costs, compressed images are widely used in applications with finite transmission resources. In 2014, Qian et al. [22] proposed an RDH scheme in an encrypted JPEG bit-stream. Their scheme first encrypted the original JPEG bit-stream into a properly organized bit-stream structure. The to-be-hidden bits were encoded with error correction codes and embedded into the encrypted bit-stream by slightly modifying the appended bits corresponding to the AC coefficients. On the receiving side, the hidden bits can be correctly extracted by analyzing the blocking artifacts of the neighbouring blocks, and the original JPEG bit-stream can be recovered perfectly. The average embedding capacity provided by Qian et al.'s scheme [22] is around 750 bits. In 2016, Qian et al. [23] employed a modified encryption method to encipher a bit-stream while keeping the format compliant for a JPEG decoder. The secret messages were concealed into the encrypted bit-stream by compressing the padding bits of the bit-stream. On the receiving side, an iterative recovery mechanism based on blocking artifacts was utilized to restore the original bitstream. Their scheme provided a larger embedding capacity than previous work [22] , with an average EC of 1216 bits. In 2017, an RDHEI scheme for encrypted JPEG bit-stream was proposed by Chang et al. [24] , which is a technique where the usable room was reserved before encryption. They observed that there was redundant space in a biased bitstream and designed a new lossless compression algorithm, instead of the binary arithmetic coding, to compress the biased bit-stream to pre-reserve the embeddable room. Then, the JPEG bit-stream was encrypted and the secret messages were concealed into the pre-reserved embeddable room. Moreover, the recipient can extract the embedded messages and recover the original bit-stream. The average embedding capacity provide by their scheme is around 1160 bits. In 2018, Yin et al. [25] proposed a novel RDH scheme in encrypted AMBTC-compressed images. In their scheme, the quantization levels within an AMBTC compression code were encrypted by a bitwise XOR operation using the same stream cipher. Thus, the correlation between two quantization levels in an AMBTC compression code was still kept after encryption. Later, both the bitmap replacement scheme when two quantization levels are equal and the prediction error based RDH scheme were applied to vacate the room to embed the secret messages. On the receiving side, the secret messages can be extracted and the original AMBTC-compressed image can be recovered error-free. The average embedding capacity provided by Yin et al.'s scheme [25] is about 6081 bits, which is higher than other schemes [22] - [24] . In Yin et al.'s scheme [25] , some auxiliary information needs to be recorded and is then embedded into the bitmap of the first several triples by sacrificing some embedding space. Also, the original bitmap of the first several triples should be embedded into the remaining triples together with the secret messages. This means that some usable room is wasted. Additionally, we can found that the correlation within the quantization levels is not fully exploited in their scheme and this limits its ability to carry secret messages.
Although these RDHECI methods [22] - [27] , [37] , [38] well provide content security and privacy-preserving while effectively reducing the bandwidth of transmission. However, all of them have the weakness of the limitation of embedding capacity. To overcome this problem, this paper proposes a novel reversible data hiding scheme in an encrypted AMBTC-compressed image with high embedding capacity. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follow:
1) We propose an AMBTC-based RDHECI scheme, named as O-AMBTC. First, the original image is scrambled in a block-wise manner and compressed by an AMBTC compression technique. Then the derived AMBTC compression codes are encrypted using the operation of value modulation and stream cipher. After the encryption, the correlations between the quantization levels of triples still exist, such that secret messages can be embedded by exploiting the redundant room derived from the quantization levels. Data hiding is then performed with the use of a labelling strategy. It achieves a higher embedding capacity than most existing methods [22] - [27] , [37] , [38] . 2) We propose another RDHECI scheme based on modified AMBTC compression codes, M-AMBTC, where the parities of quantization levels are modified to be in homomorphism. It increases the number of embeddable elements under the same conditions. 3) The proposed schemes offer a high embedding capacity, where average EC is about 4.4 times greater than that of schemes [22] - [27] , [37] , [38] . It can also recover the original AMBTC-compressed image losslessly. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works. Section III describes the detailed procedures of the proposed schemes. Experimental results and analyses are given in Section IV. Lastly, our conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce the AMBTC compression technique [21] and review a related reversible data hiding scheme in encrypted AMBTC-compressed image [25] . Later, we briefly state a parametric binary tree labeling strategy since it will be used to label the lower quantization levels in our scheme. Moreover, to better present the proposed scheme, the main symbols used in this paper and their definitions are listed in Table 1 .
A. AMBTC COMPRESSION TECHNIQUE
AMBTC [21] , [39] - [42] is a technique that compresses an image into a version requiring less storage, and has the simplicity in computation compared with other types of image encoding algorithms, such as JPEG. It is used extensively in practical applications, such as mobile terminals and embedded devices which have limited computing resources, and provides a considerable compression ratio (CR) and an acceptable image quality. The detailed process for AMBTC compression is as follows.
Step 1: Divide a gray-scale image I with a size of M × N into non-overlapping m × n blocks. Hence, we can obtain K = M /m · N /n blocks in total and denote them as B = {B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k , . . . , B K }. Also, the set of pixels in the
Step 2: Calculate the mean value µ k of all pixel values in the k th block by
Step 3: Separate the pixels in the k th block into two sets, S h , which includes the elements whose values are equal to or higher than µ k , and S l , which includes elements whose values are lower than µ k . Mathematically, do this by:
Step 4: Derive a triple (h k , l k , bm k )by
where h k is the higher quantization level of the k th block, and l k is the lower quantization level of the k th block, and bm k represents the bitmap for the k th block. Here, h_num and l_num are the numbers of elements in the sets S h and S l , respectively. They satisfy h_num + l_num = m · n.
Step 5: Perform Steps 2 to 4 until all blocks have been processed.
Finally, image I is compressed as AMBTC compression codes and it is now represented as
Then, the process of the de-compressing for AMBTC-compressed image is straightforward, that is, reconstruct pixels for each block using
whereb k i represents the i th reconstructed pixel in k th block. In addition, we suppose that one pixel consists of 8 bits, therefore, the compression ratio CR can be defined by
B. REVIEW OF YIN et al. 's SCHEME In 2018, Yin et al. [25] proposed a prediction error based reversible data hiding scheme in encrypted AMBTCcompressed images. In their scheme, the AMBTC compression codes were first obtained with the same method as mentioned in Subsection II-A. For each triple, two quantization levels h and l are encrypted by a bitwise-based XOR operation using the same random binary code; and bitmap bm is encrypted in a similar way. Then, the prediction error values are collected by calculating the difference between the encrypted h and l. After the above procedures, data hiding is performed in two steps. First, 16-bit secret messages are directly replaced as the bitmap in the k th block when its h k is equal to l k , and flag k is set as '1' at the same time; otherwise, flag k is set to '0'. Additionally, it is easy to find that the distribution of collected prediction error values as they are similar to a Laplace distribution, thus, histogram shifting based reversible data hiding was utilized to conceal secret messages. Here, assume the two peak-bins are P 1 and P 2 , and two zero-bins are Z 1 and Z 2 , and Z 1 < P 1 < P 2 < Z 2 . Secret message d i can be embedded into l k by changing l k tol k according to the following equation:
where PE k is the prediction error value between two quantization levels in the k th block. In their scheme, some auxiliary information, including two zero-bins, two peak-bins, and a location map that indicates whether the secret message can be embedded into the bitmap in a block, which are recorded and embedded together with the messages.
C. PARAMETRIC BINARY TREE LABELING
In 2019, a parametric binary tree labeling (PBTL) strategy was proposed by Yi and Zhou [18] . Using PBTL, all pixels are labelled into two groups, G 1 and G 2 . In their scheme, a full binary tree structure T was designed as shown in Fig. 1 , and a tuple parameter (δ, λ) was introduced to provide a series of flexible combinations for labelling strategy, where 1 ≤ δ, λ ≤ 7.
For a given δ, the first binary code of the δ th layer, δ 00. . . 0, is chosen to label pixels in group G 1 . Notice that the nodes derived from δ 00. . . 0 and all of first nodes in first δ layers should be ignored in the following steps. For G 2 , all pixels are further classified into N λ sub-groups according to the following equation:
VOLUME 8, 2020 For each sub-group, the same λ-bit binary code is used to label its elements. For different sub-groups, different λ-bit binary codes are utilized to label the corresponding pixels, respectively. In detail, an ordered set C δ λ , includes N λ different λ-bit binary codes, which is determined by
where λ is an ordered set, in which its elements consist of all binary codes in the λ th layer by traversing from left to right side, as shown in Fig. 1 . For example, when λ = 3, thus, 3 = {'000', '001', '010', '011', '100', '101', '110', '111'}. Correspondingly, λ {x : y} represents an ordered sub-set of λ and its elements cover the x th code to the y th one within the set λ . Fig. 2 gives an example of one combination of the PBTL strategy. Because δ = 2, a 2-bit binary code '00' is used to label pixels in G 1 . Also, Fig. 2 lists the N λ different λ-bit binary codes that are used to label N λ sub-groups under the different λ. For instance, when λ is 3, the ordered set C 3 2 = {'010', '011', '100', '101', '110', '111'} is determined and exploited to label N λ = 6 subgroups.
In this paper, all of the lower quantization levels are separated into two groups, G 1 and G 2 . G 1 includes un-embeddable pixels and G 2 consists of embeddable pixels. Then, one of the combinations of the PBTL strategies is utilized to label all lower quantization levels. Details of this process are described in Subsection III-B.
III. PROPOSED SCHEMES
This section details the proposed high capacity reversible data hiding scheme for encrypted AMBTC-compressed images. First, the original image is scrambled in a block-wise manner and the scrambled image is then compressed as AMBTC compression codes. Later, the AMBTC compression codes are encrypted by using the methods of value modulation and stream cipher. The encrypted AMBTC compression codes retain the correlations between the two quantization levels in a triple. Then, the secret messages are encrypted and embedded into the redundant room vacated from lower quantization levels. Finally, the extraction of the secret messages and image recovery can be achieved on the receiving side. In addition, another RDHECI scheme based on modified AMBTC compression codes is proposed to further enhance the embedding capacity. Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the proposed schemes.
A. GENERATION OF ENCRYPTED AMBTC COMPRESSION CODES
In Yin et al.'s scheme [25] , for each block, its higher quantization level and lower quantization level are encrypted with the same binary number by conducting an XOR operation, attempting to make the prediction error values between them well kept. However, this mechanism is not advantageous for maintaining the natural relationship between the higher quantization level and lower quantization level, resulting in a significant decrement of the frequency of the peak-bin once the prediction error values of the encrypted image are calculated in the histogram.
Our approach is different from the Yin et al.'s scheme, as the combination of block scrambling, value modulation, and stream cipher are included during encryption of the AMBTC compression codes. First, block scrambling is used to scramble the image in a block-wise manner. That is, in a one-to-one manner, a 1-D block mapping sequence [28] is generated by encryption key K p , which is used to obtain a scrambled version of the original image. Then, the scrambled image is compressed as the AMBTC compression codes. Next, for the k th triple (h k , l k , bm k )in I o , the encryption by value modulation and stream cipher is defined as:
where v k is a random integer generated by an encryption key K e1 and ranges from [0, 255], and r k i is a pseudo-random binary bit generated by another encryption key K e2 . Note that K e1 = hash(I o , random number), where hash( * ) is a hashing function. Also, for convenience, we denote the encrypted AMBTC compression codes as I e = {(he k , le k , bme k )} K 1 , where K is the number of image blocks.
In a few cases, the operation of value modulation may also reduce the natural relationship between the higher quantization level and lower quantization level. However, experimental results in [18] show that the distribution of difference error values produced from the quantization levels is well kept after encryption. This means that the adverse effects of value modulation can be neglected. Our experimental results presented in Subsection IV also verify this view. Therefore, our proposed schemes are able to achieve a high embedding capacity.
B. DATA HIDING PHASE
When a gray-scale image I with a size of M × N is encrypted as mentioned in Subsection III-A and the secret messages are encrypted by a data hiding key K h , the process of data hiding can be done per the following procedures. 
Inputs: Encrypted AMBTC compression codes
Output: Marked encrypted AMBTC compression codes
Step 1: Generate binary codes for labelling. Determine which binary codes are used to label un-embeddable group G 1 and embeddable group G 2 . According to the parameters δ and λ, the binary code δ 00. . . 0 is used to label the values in G 1 , and C λ δ includes N λ different λ-bit binary codes that are produced to label the values in G 2 . Here, we denote this as C λ δ = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c N λ }.
Step 2: Calculate the difference error values DE = {de k }. For each triple (he k , le k , bme k ), the de k is defined by
Step 3: Select the embeddable difference error values. Choose the top several N λ difference error values, which have the highest frequency, from the histogram of the difference error values. Here, we denote the chosen N λ difference error values as DE max = {de 1 max , de 2 max , . . . , de N λ max }, where de i max represents the embeddable difference error value,
Step 4: Value grouping. Traverse difference error value de k for each triple. If de k belongs to DE max , the corresponding lower quantization level le k in the k th triple is classified into group G 2 ; otherwise, it belongs to group G 1 .
Step 5: Value labelling. For each value in G 1 , δ 00. . . 0 is adopted to label it by bit replacement, and other (8 -δ) bits are un-modified. Notice that the δ replaced bits of each value in G 1 should be collected as auxiliary information before replacement because of the requirement for reversibility. For each value in G 2 , c i is adopted to label elements whose corresponding difference error value is equal to de i max , where λ-bit binary code c i replaces the λ-bit of the binary representations of those elements, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N λ .
Step 6: Payload embedding. After value labelling, the remaining (8 -λ) bits of the binary representation of each element in G 2 are vacated as redundant room, and the payload is embedded into it by bit replacement. Notice that the first triple is skipped and its lower quantization level is used to conceal the parameters δ and λ. Also, the DE max is embedded into the next 9 · N λ 8 triples. Hence, the payload includes the required auxiliary information and encrypted secret messages. The required auxiliary information contains two parts: some original bits of the lower quantization levels in the first (1 + 9 · N λ 8 ) triples, and the replaced original δ bits of each value which belong to G 1 .
Step 7: Output the marked encrypted AMBTC compression codes.
Finally, the marked encrypted AMBTC compression codes I m = {(hm k , lm k , bmm k )} K 1 are generated, and the marked encrypted AMBTC-compressed image can be reconstructed as mentioned in Subsection II-A.
In addition, we analyze the embedding capacity EC λ δ (bits) under the different parameters δ and λ by (13) where N ne , N e are the numbers of effective elements in G 1 and G 2 , respectively. In order to further explain the process of data hiding, an example is provided below to illustrate value labelling and payload embedding when δ = 2 and λ = 3 in Fig. 4 . First, according to parameters δ and λ, the binary codes are Sub-table I in Fig. 4 , shows that the first triple is adopted to conceal the parameters δ and λ. Later, as an example, we take the triple (159, 157, bme), shown in the 3 rd row in sub-table I. Its difference error value de = he -le = 2, belongs to DE max . This means that the lower quantization level le in this triple is an embeddable element and classified into G 2 . Thus, we use the corresponding binary code '110' to replace the first 3 bits of the binary representation of its corresponding le = 157, and the other remaining 5 bits are replaced by encrypted secret messages '10010'. Another example is presented in the 4 th row in sub-table I, showing when a triple is (163, 155, bme), its difference error value is 8, which does not belong to DE max . This means that the corresponding le is an un-embeddable element and is classified into G 1 . Thus, we should use the binary code '00' to replace the first 2 bits of the binary representation of its corresponding le = 155, and the remaining 6 bits are un-changed. Notice that its original 2 bits of the binary representation should be recorded before replacement. Similarly, when the triple is (161, 158, bme), its de is equal to 3, which belongs to DE max . Thus, the first 3 bits of the binary representation of its corresponding le = 158 are replaced with '010' and the remaining 5 bits carry the secret message '11001'.
C. EXTRACTION OF INFORMATION
When the recipient receives the marked encrypted AMBTCcompressed codes I m , the secret messages can be extracted correctly if the recipient owns the data hiding key K h , and the original AMBTC-compressed image can be obtained if the recipient holds the encryption keys mentioned in Subsection III-A. If the recipient has all keys, both the secret messages and the original AMBTC-compressed image can be obtained successfully.
1) EXTRACTION OF SECRET MESSAGES
Firstly, we derive the AMBTC compression codes I m = {(hm k , lm k , bmm k )} K 1 . Then, a tuple parameter (δ, λ) and DE max can be extracted from the lower quantization level in the first (1 + 9 · N λ 8 ) triples. According to the pair of parameter (δ, λ), we can classify the remaining lower quantization levels lm into G 1 and G 2 by checking its first δ and λ bits. Then, the (8 -λ) bits of elements in G 2 are collected sequentially and form as the payload. Except for the first 8 · (1 + 9 · N λ 8 ) bits and δ · N ne bits auxiliary information, the remaining bits are the encrypted secret messages. Finally, using the data hiding key K h , we can decrypt the original secret messages S .
2) IMAGE RECOVERY
After deriving the payload, the lower quantization levels in the first (1 + 9 · N λ 8 ) triples can be recovered. Then, we also can recover the first δ-bit of elements in G 1 using the payload. At the same time, the two sets, C λ δ = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c N λ } and DE max = {de 1 max , de 2 max , . . . , de N λ max } are reconstructed, respectively. For each value lm t in G 2 , its corresponding difference error value de t can be found by
where 1 ≤ q ≤ N λ , 1 ≤ t ≤ N e and lm t (λ) represents the first λ bits of the binary representation of lm t . Then the corresponding encrypted value le t can be recovered by
Finally, the encrypted version of lower quantization levels is recovered. The operation of data hiding was only performed on the lower quantization levels, and the higher quantization levels and bitmap are un-modified. Thus, the encrypted version of higher quantization levels and bitmap are the same as that in the marked version, respectively. At this point, according to the encryption keys K e1 and K e2 , the original AMBTC compression code for each triple can be decrypted by
Finally, the original AMBTC compression codes I o = {(h k , l k , bm k )} K 1 are decoded, and the original AMBTCcompressed image I can be reconstructed losslessly after conducting the inverse process of block scrambling using K p .
D. MODIFIED AMBTC COMPRESSION CODES BASED SCHEME
Although the above proposed scheme obtains a considerable embedding capacity, there is room for improvement in increasing the capacity. At the same time, inspired by schemes [43] , [44] , another modified AMBTC compression codes based RDHECI scheme, M-AMBTC, is designed to work by adjusting the parity of the quantization levels. The modified AMBTC compression codes based scheme makes the peaks of the distribution of difference error values significantly high. This means that more elements in all lower quantization levels can be labelled as embeddable under the same conditions, so its embedding capacity is higher than that of the proposed scheme based on O-AMBTC. Details on these modifications are described as follows.
During generation of AMBTC compression codes (h k , l k , bm k )of the k th block, h k and l k are modified to be in homomorphism when their parities are different.
Modifications are done thru the following equation:
In order to analyze the superior performance of the modified AMBTC compression codes, which offers larger embeddable elements than that of O-AMBTC, we calculate the histograms of the difference error values of two quantization levels with or without the modifications operation. The partial statistical results are illustrated in Fig. 5 . In the vertical axis, after the homomorphism modifications, the frequencies of even difference error values of M-AMBTC are higher than that of O-AMBTC. Also, in the horizontal axis, since there is no odd difference error value, M-AMBTC can represent and label a wider range of difference error values. Thus, the M-AMBTC scheme has an increased embedding capacity compared to O-AMBTC.
In addition, Table 2 shows a comparison of the results for O-AMBTC and M-AMBTC with respect to the AMBTCcompressed image quality for different block sizes. From the results, we can find that M-AMBTC also achieves satisfiable image quality when block sizes are set to 2×2 and 4×4, with average PSNRs of 37.8758 dB and 31.4264 dB, respectively. There are a little lower than O-AMBTC, with differences about 0.1453 dB and 0.0242 dB, respectively. In summary, M-AMBTC can also maintain good image quality that is similar to O-AMBTC.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section provides the results for several experiments done with the proposed schemes (M-AMBTC and O-AMBTC) and
Yin et al.'s scheme [25] , to demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our schemes. All experiments were done with Matlab 2017a on a personal PC with an Intel R Core (TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM, and Windows 10 operating system. In addition, the nine 512 × 512 gray-scale images that were used in this paper, Baboon, Barbara, Boat, Elaine, Lake, Lena, Man, Peppers, and Airplane, are shown in Fig. 6 .
A. PSNR
Similar to previous work, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [29] , [30] was used to evaluate the difference between an image I and its recovered image. The higher the PSNR, the lower difference they are. PSNR is defined by PSNR = 10 · log 10 ( ), (18) where I r,c and RI r,c are the pixel values of the image I and recovered image, respectively.
B. RESULTS of OUR PROPOSED SCHEMES
In this paper, an effective reversible data hiding scheme in encrypted AMBTC-compressed image was proposed. In our experiments, we utilized the AMBTC compression technique to compress an image into non-overlapping blocks in sizes of 2 × 2, 2 × 4, 2 × 8, 4 × 2, 4 × 4, 4 × 8, 8 × 2, 8 × 4, and 8×8. In the following section, two aspects of the experimental results and analyses are presented, including security analysis and experimental results.
1) SECURITY ANALYSIS a: BRUTE FORCE ATTACK
In our approach, the process of generating the encrypted AMBTC compression codes, block scrambling for the original image, and value modulation for the AMBTC compression codes are designed to encrypt the AMBTCcompressed image. At the block scrambling phase, there are ( M · N m · n )! possible permutations in total. Also, for each block, v k is a random number and ranges within [0, 255], and r k is a random binary sequence in a length of m × n.
Hence, there are also (256 · 2 m·n ) possible combinations. In other words, security can be ensured since it is very difficult to decrypt the encrypted AMBTC-compressed image successfully by using only brute force with a probability of 1 (256·2 m·n ) M · N / m · n·( M · N / m · n )! . Fig. 7 shows the encrypted and marked results of AMBTC-compressed Lena image for various block sizes. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(c) are the encrypted AMBTC-compressed images Lena without embedding of the secret messages. Fig. 7 (b) and 7(d) are the marked encrypted AMBTCcompressed images of Lena that are concealing secret messages. We can observe that the visual contents of the original image were effectively masked after encryption and marking. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the pixel values of the Lena image at different stages when the block size is set to 4×4. The results show that the pixel values of the original Lena image and original AMBTC-compressed Lena image are all present significantly as one falls and the other rises. However, the distributions of the pixel values of the encrypted AMBTC-compressed Lena image and marked encrypted AMBTC-compressed Lena image are random and uniform, respectively. Although the correlations within two quantization levels after/before the encryption are kept, the spatial relationships between the blocks were broken.
b: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ATTACK
As we known, image pixels have very strong correlation among each other, hence those images have a relatively lower value of information entropy. Conversely, the more random the distribution of image pixels is, the larger the information entropy is. Table 3 demonstrates the information entropy of the marked encrypted AMBTC-compressed image when the block size is set to 2×2, 4×4, and 8×8, respectively. We can find that the average values of information entropy of these marked encrypted AMBTC-compressed images are 7.9985, 7.9941, and 7.9759, respectively, indicating the correlation among image pixels is destroyed.
c: CHOSEN-PLAINTEXT ATTACK
The chosen-plaintext [18] , [30] attack is an attack model for cryptanalysis where the attacker can obtain the ciphertexts for arbitrary plaintexts, and try to gain information that reduces the security of the encryption scheme. In this paper, the chosen-plaintext attack has been considered for test robustness of the proposed encryption algorithm. Two original AMBTC-compressed Man images de-compressed from its corresponding AMBTC compression codes are shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b), where their AMBTC compression codes are of one bit difference. Using the same encryption method and random number, the encrypted results of those two images are shown in Figs. 9(c) and (d), and the difference between them is plotted in Fig. 9 (e). From Fig. 9 (e), we can observe that a slight change in original AMBTC compression codes will lead to a totally different encrypted result, which represents difficult for attackers to gain useful information by analyzing the pairs of plaintexts and its ciphertexts. Therefore, our algorithm is secure against chosen-plaintext attack.
d: NOISE ATTACKS
To further evaluate the robustness of the proposed encryption method, the noise attacks [18] , [31] are simulated, including salt and pepper attack, Gaussian attack, and cropping attack. Here, the size of image blocks is set to 4 × 4. The encrypted AMBTC-compressed Peppers images and their corresponding recovered versions are shown in the top row and bottom row in Fig. 10 , respectively. From the results, most of the original AMBTC compressed images' information can be recovered.
2) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
There are two important tuple parameters, (δ, λ) and (m, n), in the proposed scheme. Different (δ, λ) implies different combinations of labelling strategy, and different (m, n) indicates the use of different block sizes. Tables 4-7 show the performance of the proposed schemes based on two different AMBTC compression codes, i.e., M-AMBTC and O-AMBTC, with respect to the embedding capacity under various (δ, λ) for the marked encrypted AMBTC-compressed images of Peppers, Lena, Lake, and Baboon. The results show that in some cases, the marked encrypted AMBTCcompressed images are unable to embed the secret messages, especially, when λ is set at too small a value or when the image has a complicated texture. Here, '-' represents an un-embeddable case as shown in Tables 4-7. In addition, Tables 4-7 show that for different images, the tuple parameter (δ, λ) set to achieve the maximum embedding capacity is different when a block size is 2 × 2. Generally, the smoother the original image, the larger the embedding capacity. Table 4 shows that the comparative smooth image of Peppers obtains a higher EC, with maximum ECs of 194034 bits and 248992 bits. Correspondingly, in Table 7 , the image Baboon with more texture leads to a relatively smaller EC, with maximum ECs of 87968 bits and 144960 bits. Also, note that M-AMBTC provides a superior payload than O-AMBTC. This is mainly reflected in two aspects: one is that M-AMBTC has fewer un-embeddable cases, and the other is that M-AMBTC gains a larger EC than O-AMBTC for the same block size and parameters.
Afterwards, the performance of O-AMBTC and M-AMBTC was analyzed with respect to embedding capacity under various block sizes for the marked encrypted AMBTCcompressed images. Partial experimental results are shown in Tables 8-9 when a determined tuple parameter (δ, λ) is given. Tables 8-9 show that when block size is set to a larger size, the ability of the marked encrypted AMBTCcompressed images to carry a payload decreases. Also, for each image, the embedding capacity reaches the maximum value when the block size is set to 2 × 2.
To further analyze the embedding capacity variation tendency under various combinations of parameter (δ, λ), we performed the experiments on 500 images randomly selected from the UCID datasets [32] to show the average ECs provided by O-AMBTC and M-AMBTC when block size is set to 2 × 2 and 4 × 4, respectively. From the results shown in Fig. 11 , we can observe that the ECs have similar variation tendency for both schemes. Meanwhile, as expected, the proposed M-AMBTC has a higher embedding rate than that of O-AMBTC on average. Concretely, when the block size is 2 × 2, images reach the maximum EC of 2.24 × 10 5 bits for M-AMBTC, which is higher than the maximum EC of Obviously, once block size gets large, it makes the decrement in embedding capacity. Unfortunately, it still exists that, in some cases, the marked encrypted AMBTC-compressed images have a poor ability in carrying the secret messages.
We also experimented on 10000/5000 images from the BowsBase datasets [33] and 10000/5000 images from the BossBase datasets [34] to verify the effectiveness of the proposed M-AMBTC scheme. The results are plotted in Fig. 12 , where the red line represents the average EC of all embeddable images. From Figs. 12(a) and (b), most of images from BowsBase and BossBase datasets are able to embed secret messages when block size is 2 × 2, and result in average ECs of 1.44×10 5 bits and 1.61 × 10 5 bits, respectively. Figs. 12(c) and (d) show the results performed on every 5000 images from those two datasets when block size is set to 4 × 4. It is obvious that the proposed M-AMBTC still well done in carrying secret messages.
C. COMPARISONS AND ANALYSES
This paper proposes a reversible data hiding scheme in encrypted compressed AMBTC image, i.e., M-AMBTC. To prove the hiding capacity of our proposed scheme still can compete with most of block encryption-based RDHEI schemes, three representative block encryption-based RDHEI schemes [18] , [35] , [36] designed for spatial domain are listed in Table 10 . From Table 10 , we can see even our approach is designed for the compressed domain. The average hiding capacity of our proposed scheme still remains 0.80 bpp, which is only less than that of Yi and Zhou's scheme [18] but significantly higher than that of the rest two schemes [35] , [36] . As for the attack analysis, both of our scheme and Yi and Zhou's scheme withstand chosen plaintext and noise attacks. However, our proposed M-AMBTC encrypts the cover image and compression codes by combining the encryption methods of the block scrambling, value modulation and stream cipher, making it is more difficult to decrypt the encrypted AMBTC compression codes thru the brute force attack compared with other schemes.
The results provided by the proposed schemes were compared with the results provided by Yin et al.'s scheme [25] and are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13 shows comparisons of the embedding capacities for the marked encrypted AMBTCcompressed images of Peppers, Lena, Lake, and Baboon. As can be seen, for any block size, the proposed schemes, O-AMBTC and M-AMBTC, achieve significantly superior performance compared to that of Yin et al.'scheme [25] . Furthermore, Table 11 provides results for comparisons of the maximum embedding capacities provided by our approaches and the Yin et al.'s scheme [25] . When a block size is 2 × 2, the average ECs of O-AMBTC and M-AMBTC are 158166 bits and 210856 bits, which are higher than the average EC of 6081 bits provided by [25] . Similarly, when the block size is set to 4 × 4, averages ECs of our approaches are also higher than that of Yin et al.'s scheme [25] , with differences of 28699 bits and 41211 bits, respectively.
In Yin et al.'s scheme [25] , it is necessary to record some auxiliary information and embed it into the bitmap of the first several triples by sacrificing some embedding space. Also, the original bitmap of the first several triples will be To further demonstrate the advantages of our proposed scheme, we compared the features and the maximum EC between our scheme and other RDHECI schemes [22] - [27] , [37] , [38] as listed in Tables 12 and 13 . It is noted that the schemes of [22] - [24] , [37] , [38] are reversible data hiding in either an encrypted JPEG bitstream or JPEG images. Similar to [23] , both schemes [37] , [38] provide a novel JPEG encryption algorithm to encipher a JPEG image and keep the format compliant to JPEG decoders. Qian et al.'s scheme [37] designed their data hiding strategy by combining the Huffman code mapping and the ordered histogram shifting, and then achieved an average EC of 5108 bits; and He et al.'s scheme [38] embedded data into encrypted JPEG images based on invariant zero-run length in the zero-run value pairs, and its embedding capacity is around 6090 bits. Also, scheme of [25] is reversible data hiding in encrypted AMBTC-compressed images, which is under the same constraints as our proposed scheme. In contrast, the scheme of [26] is an adaptive variable N -bit bit-plane truncation image (AVN-BPTI) embedding scheme. AVN-BPTI was exploited to vacate redundant room to conceal secret messages. For each steady block, a prediction error based method was designed to carry more payload. Finally, a chaotic encryption scheme was proposed to enhance the robustness against security vulnerabilities. In Wang et al.'s scheme [26] , the operations of encryption and data hiding are not separable, which is quite different from the schemes of [23] - [25] , [27] , [37] , [38] and our proposed schemes. Scheme [27] presented a joint and a separable RDHECI scheme on secure SPIHT (set partition in hierarchical tree) bit stream by reserving rooms through Kd-tree. In their scheme, the secret messages and cover image are extracted without any error. In Table 12 , we gived a comparison of features for the proposed scheme and that of other work [22] - [27] , [37] , [38] . Table 12 shows that the main differences from Wang et al.'s scheme [26] with our proposed scheme are that it does not adopt a pre-reserving room strategy for data embedding, and our approach is a separable scheme. Table 13 demonstrates that on average, the embedding capacity of our proposed scheme is close to 4.4 times higher than that of [22] - [27] , [37] , [38] . In other words, our proposed scheme outperforms other schemes in embedding capacity.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel RDH scheme for an encrypted AMBTC-compressed image. The experimental results and analysis demonstrated the superior performance of the proposed scheme. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) An RDHECI scheme based on original AMBTC technique is developed, called O-AMBTC. Concretely, the correlations between quantization levels of a triple were still kept after the encryption methods of block scrambling, value modulation and stream cipher, allowing us to vacate some redundant room to embed secret messages. It provided a higher embedding capacity than most existing methods [22] - [27] , [37] , [38] (See Table 13 ). 2) In the meantime, a modified AMBTC compression code based scheme, M-AMBTC, was further applied to enhance the ability to carry secret messages. It is applicable to encrypted AMBTC compressed image with higher embedding capacity, which is 4.4 times greater than that of state-of-the-art works [22] - [27] , [37] , [38] (See Table 13 ). 3) Additionally, both O-AMBTC and M-AMBTC are reversible schemes, that is, the secret messages can be extracted error free and the original AMBTCcompressed image can be recovered losslessly (See Table 12 ). In the further, the work will be directed towards the development of RDH in encrypted JPEG images or secret sharing in encrypted dual-compressed-images. It may be an interesting problem.
